2011 KEURING REPORTS

Pennock Point Sport Horses – Reddick, FL
Host: Dr. Sandi Lieb.
Jury: Bart Henstra-Netherlands, Lana Sneddon, Indiana.
.
Please remember that these remarks
are for a snapshot in the lifetime of
these horses. We encourage owners
and breeders to attend keurings
whenever possible for further
evaluation of their horses, their
breeding goals and breeding
directions.

Centerfold ZF

Gatsby YF

After a short night we were rested and ready to go. Thanks to our keuring host by Sandy
Lieb we were able to start the keuring earlier than originally scheduled to try and beat the
heat.
Dressage IBOP
In the dressage IBOP class the mare Cormorant prok (sired by Ferro pref and out of
Lanner by Rubinstein x Rapport) bred and owned by Sandi Lieb ,was well ridden by Maya
Sniadecky. Cormorant did a consistent test that showed quality. The walk was active,
clear and supple. In the trot she showed good use of the hind leg, with a nice uphill
tendency. The canter was active and supple with a harmonious rhythm that earned her
a passing score of 76 points for her IBOP. In the DG Bar cup for 4 yr olds Cormorant
score earned her a second place position with 3 more keurings to go. “Can she hold on
to that spot”?
Another good performance in the IBOP class was the 4-year-old mare Centerfold ZF
(Thatcher out of the star mare Hestja by Rampal crown x Boss’ Smile xx). Centerfold ZF
was bred by James & Joanne Cunningham and is owned by Stacey Beth Macleod of
Macleod Farm LLC. Centerfold ZF was a bit stressed but still showed her quality with an
active walk, a supple trot with good self-carriage. The canter was a bit forward but showed
power allowing Centerfold ZF to pass the IBOP. Later in the day we saw Centerfold ZF for
her stb/star mare class. She was an elegant mare with a vertical neck, strong back
connections and she was correct in the legs; earning her the star predicate. Centerfold ZF
scored 75 points in the DG Bar cup (4-Year Olds) putting her in 3rd place at this time.
People keep asking if we are tired. Seems like an odd question to me, of course we are not
tired! WELL that’s what I thought until after the keuring was over and I was asked “where
are you heading next”? Florida I replied. The lady looked at me funny…. Then it dawned
on me … I am in Florida! OK then, how about Kansas!
List of all first premiums
Dressage foals
#213 Giuliana LPR (Wynton x Wellington)
#212 Gatsby YF (Jazz x Dream of Glory)

Grenache S

Jumper foals
#214 Grenache S (Chello III VDL x Ulysses M2S)

Below photos courtesy
Bill Wertman

Stb/Star mares
#219 Centerfold ZF (Thatcher x Rampal)
#223 Cormorant (Ferro x Rubinstein)
Dressage IBOP (passed)
#219 Centerfold ZF (Thatcher x Rampal)
#223 Cormorant (Ferro x Rubinstein) High Score Ribbon
DG BAR (3yr olds)
67.5 points Delightful Dame (Sir Sinclair x Wanroij)
DG BAR (4yr olds)
76 points
Cormorant (Ferro x Rubinstein)
75 points
Centerfold ZF (Thatcher x Rampal)
ISF CUP (5 yr olds)
67 points
Ahme P (Ahorn x Ferro)

Jury members Bart Henstra
and Lana Sneddon

Bart Henstra with Host
Sandi Lieb
We are looking for photos of the
horses at the keuring. If you have
any, please send them to the
Office. The photos for ‘keuring
results’ can be low resolution.
For horses in the Top Fives, please
send photos that are a minimum
of 300 dpi and 4” x 6” in size.

